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Abstract. A binding time analysis imposes a distinction between the computations to be performed 
early (e.g. at compile-time) and those to be performed late (e.g. at run-time). For the A-calculus 
this distinction is formalized by a two-level h-calculus. We present an algorithm for static analysis 
of the binding times of a typed A-calculus with products, sums, lists and general recursive types. 
Given partial information about the binding times of some of the subexpressions it will complete 
that i~.Brmation such that (i) early bindings may be turned into I.-a bindings but not vice versa, 
(ii) the resui;ing two-level A-expression reflects our intuition about binding times, e.g. that early 
bindings are perform& before late bindings, and (iii) as few changes as possible have been made 
compared with the initial broiling information. The results can be applied in the implementation 
of functional languages and in sematniizs directed compiling. 
I. introduction 
The purpose of a binding time analysis of a program is to determine when its 
objects are bound to their values or to properties of their values [7]. This information 
is important for the efficient implementation of programming languages. Postpone- 
ment of the binding time gives greater flexibility for the programmer but may also 
give a poor run-time performance. A number of techniques have been prescribed 
for automatically determining whether or not bindings appearing at run-time can 
in fact be made at compile-time [S]. Such analyses are useful for functional languages 
where the binding time often is late. Modern functional anguages uch as ML [Sj, 
HOPE [3] and MIRANDA [22] are extensions of a typed A-cuZcuZus. Results obtained 
for the .A-calculus can often be applied to these languages as well. Therefore we 
shall restrict ourselves and study the binding problem for a typed A-calculus. 
To illustrate our approach consider the function select that returns the nth element 
of a list I: 
select n 1 = if n = 1 then hd 1 else select (n - l)( tl I). 
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In the A-calculus it is written 
select = fix(AS.An.AZ.(=~l~n)+ (Z&Z), (S(-*n*l)-(t2.Z))). 
The distinction between the binding times is formalized by a two-level A-calculus. 
i;Iere we have different expressions for the cases 
(1) both n and Z are bound early, 
(2) n is bound early but Z is bound late, 
(3) both n and Z are bound late. 
They are 
select, = fix(~S.;in.;iZ.(=~l~n) 3 (hd-1), (S~(-~n~l)5( tZ:l))) 
select2 = fi(&Xn.AZ.( =:l:n) 3 (hd:Z), (S’(--n’l):( tkZ))) 
-_ 
select, = fix(AS.&z.~Z.(=:l:n)~ (hd:Z), (S:(-:n:l):(tkZ))) 
where overlining means that the bindings and computations are performed early, 
underlining that they are performed late. We shall favour early binding and define 
an ordering r on two-level A-expressions: e, c e2 means that e2 has earlier bindings 
than e, . Examples are select, c select, and select, f select, but not select, r= select,. 
Some two-level expressions violate our intuition about binding times. An example 
is 
select, = fix(XS.&n.iZ.( =:l:n) --, (hdsl), (S;(-:n:l)-( tZ;Z))) 
where the pattern &x2.(. . .) states that n is bound before Z but also that n is bound 
late and 1 early. However, the applications may come up with expressions such as 
select, and we devise an algorithm for transforming these expressions into others 
reflecting our intuition. This transformation must be safe meaning that if we forget 
about over- and underlinings, then the two expressions are the same and furthermore 
that early bindings may be transformed into late bindings but not vice versa. Also 
it must be best meaning that the bindings only are changed if necessary. As an 
example select, can safely be transformed into select, as well as select, where 
selects = jx(AS.&n.hZ.( =:l:n) z (hd:Z), (S:(-:n:l):( t&Z))) - 
because select, E select, and select, E select,. However, select, c select, so select, is 
better than select, and our algorithm will return select,. 
Our transformation can be applied in an optimizing compiler for a functional 
language. As an example, constant propagation may show that the first argument 
of select is 2 but that the second argument will not be known until run-time. Then 
select, is the proper description of select and select,;2 can be reduced to bZ.hd:( tkl) 
at compile-time and more efficient code can be generated. 
Another application area for this work is in semantics directed compiling. A 
denotational m&a-language [20,21] is often a typed A-calculus. The standard 
semantics does not distinguish between binding times and the run-time efficiency 
of an automatically generated compiler is poor. Our transformation of the A-calculus 
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into a two-level version can be used to automatically impose a distinction between 
binding times in the denotational definition. This then may be used as a basis for 
generating more efficient code and for performing abstract interpretations (or data 
flow analyses). In [lo, 13, 14, 171 we consider how to generate abstract machine 
code for a two-level meta-language that is a version of the two-level A-calculus 
studied here. Also the correctness of the code generation is proved. In [12, 15, 161 
we consider how to specify abstract interpretations and we show how to prove them 
correct. In [19] we study the relationship between the two-level A-calculus and the 
two-level meta-language previously used and the pragmatic aspects of the two-level 
meta-language are studied in [ll, 171. While it thus remains to generalize code 
generation and abstract interpretation to all of the two-level A-calculus we feel that 
we have already demonstrated the practical usefulness of making the explicit 
distinction between binding times. 
The two-level A-calculus has also been used to clarify various notions of partial 
evaluation [ 181. The existence of a best safe two-level expression for each two-level 
expression is proved in [18] and the main achievement of this paper is to give a 
direct algorithm for finding it. This algorithm has been patterned after Milner’s 
algorithm W for inferring types in a A-calculus [9] but instead of operating on 
substitutions we have found it necessary to introduce another kind of recursive calls. 
The two-level typed A-calculus is introduced in Section 2 where we also formalize 
our intuition about binding times by defining a well-formedness predicate. Formally, 
the binding time analysis will transform arbitrary two-level A-expressions into 
well-formed two-level A-expressions. In Section 3 we give this transformation for 
the types and in Section 4 for the expressions. Both transformations are proved 
correct. Section 5 contains the concluding remarks. 
2. The two-level A-calculus 
Our base language will be a monotyped A-calculus with just one type constructor, 
the function type. In later sections we shall discuss how the development can be 
extended to handle A-calculi with more powerful type structures and we shall also 
see how local definitions can be handled. 
The types t of the A-calculus is given by the abstract syntax 
where the Ai (i E I) are base types such as ABoo, and A,,, and function types are 
obtained using +. The two-level type system is obtained by merging two copies of 
the type system above. The abstract syntax of two-level types tt is 
where over- and underlining are used to disambiguate the syntax. 
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Example. Assuming that the function select of the Introduction operates on integer 
lists the functionalities of the three two-level versions of it are 
In order to define the well-formedness condition for two-level types we introduce 
the concept of a kind. A kind k is defined by 
where, intuitively, c denotes early (e.g. compile-time) binding and r late (e.g. 
run-time) binding. The well-formedness predicate I-tt : k expresses that tt has kind 
k. The formal definition is given by 
t-Ai:C k_Ai:r 
Ftt, : c, l--t*: c ktt, : r, Ftt,: r -- 
Fttl5 ttz: c Fttl 2 tt,: r 
I-tt,: r, Ftt,: r 
Fttl 2 tt,: c 
The interaction between the two binding levels is expressed by the latter rule. 
The intuition is that at the early binding time (e.g. at compile-time) we can talk 
about the computations with late binding time (e.g. those to be performed at 
run-time). The interaction between binding times is restrictive in two important 
respects. Firstly, there is no rule of the form 
Ftt:r 
t-t!: c 
because this means that values computed at run-time would be known at compile- 
time and in general this is counter intuitive. The actual definition allows us to talk 
about run-time computations at compile-time. Secondly, there is no rule of the form 
k tt...:c . . . 
k . ..tt....r’ 
The rule would allow values computed at compile-time also to be available at 
run-time whereas our definition forces them to be computed at run-time if they are 
to be available there. In future papers we may lift this restriction but in our previous 
work on code generation and abstract interpretation it has been a rather natural 
restriction. 
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Given a two-level type tt we obtain the corresponding type t by applying the 
forgetful function T. The definition of T is the evident one: 
6) = 4Ai) = Ai 
T(ff, -, tt*) = 7(tt, 2 ttJ = 7(tt*) + T(ff*). 
Before introducing the expressions of the two-level A-calculus let us consider the 
expressions of the typed A-calculus: 
e::=~[t]IXiIAXi[t].eIel.e,Ie-, el,ezljXe. 
TheJ[t] (i E I) are constants of type t and an example is f=[A,,, + AIn, + A,,,]. 
The xi (i E I) are variables, the conditional is written e --, e,, e, and fix e is the fixed 
point of e. The type information associated with the constants and the A-abstraction 
is needed because we are restricted to a monotyped A-calculus. 
The two-level xpressions te are obtained by merging two copies of the expressions 
above. The abstract syntax is 
te::=~[tt]IXiI;iXi[tt].teIte~'te~Ite~ te,, te21Jix te 
I&XJtt].tel tel:tezI ret te,, tezl$x te. - 
Given a two-level expression te we get the corresponding expression e by applying 
the forgetful function E. The definition of E is 
4Ixtm = A[dtt)l 
EtXi) = Xi 
&(XXi[tt].te) = E(&Xi[tt].te) = AXi[ 7( tt)].E( te) 
85( teI:te2) = e( te,:teJ = e(te&e(teJ 
e(tezte,, fez) = e(te--,te,,teJ = e(te)+ e(tel),e(te2) 
e(Z te) = e(JiX te) =$xe(te). - 
A two-level type environment ttenv is a finite mapping from variables into two-level 
types. The well-formedness predicate ttenv I- te : tt is defined below and expresses 
that if the free variables of te have types as specified by ttenv then te has type ft. 
ttenv E_A[ tt] : tt 
ttenv I- Xi: ttenV(Xi) 
if I-tt : k for some k 
if I--ttenn(xi) :k for some k 
ttenV[Xi W tt] t- te: tt' 
ttenv i- LXi[tt].te: tt z tt’ 
if t-tt: c and I-U’: c 
ttenV[Xi I+ Et] I- te : Et’ 
ttenv I- &Xi[tt].te: tt 2 Et’ 
if Ftt:r and I-tt’:r 
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ttenv I- fe, : tt G tt’, trenv F te, : tt 
ttenv F fe,;te*: tt’ 
ttenv I- ce, : tt 2 tt’, ttenv t- te, : tt 
ttenv I- te,:te* : tt’ 
ttenv F te : Aeool, ttenv I- tel : tt, ttenv I- te,: tt 
- 
ttenv i- te + fe,, te,: tt 
ftenv k- te : Beool, ttenv k tel : tt, uenv I- tez : tt 
ttenv I- te 2 te,, fe,: tt 
tfenv t- te : tt Q tt 
ttenv l-fix te : tt 
ttenv I- te : tf 2 tt 
ftenv i-$x te : tt ’ - 
In a similar way one may define the traditional well-formedness predicate 
tenv t- e : t on h-expressions. We shall omit the detailed definition as it is the evident 
one; essentially it amounts to applying the functions r and E upon the above axioms, 
rules and side-conditions. We shall merely observe that if ttenv t- re : tt, then 
r[ ttenv] k e( te) : T( tt) where T[ ttenv](x) = r( ttenv(x)). 
Example. Using the notation above the function select, operating on integer lists is 
written 
3. Transformation on two-level types 
The types are an integral part of the expressions so in this section we show how 
to transform two-level types into well-formed two-level types. Section 3.1 performs 
the development for the type system introduced in Section 2 and in Section 3.2 we 
show how it can be extended to a type system with products, sums and lists. In 
Section 3.3 we extend the type system with a let construct such that local types can 
be defined and finally, in Section 3.4, we show how general recursive types can be 
handled. 
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3.1. Types in the base language 
To define the ordering E on the two-level types we use the function 3 mapping 
two-level types into sequences over {c, r}. The function simply records the over- 
and underlinings: 
E(Ai) = ~9 8Z(Ai) = r, 
c”( tt1-, tt*) = S( tt&S( tt2): E(:t, 2 ttzj = E( tt,)@(tt2). 
An ordering < on {c, r}* is defined by 
u < ZI if and only if 1241 = IzJl A wj.l sj s 1241 * (24. -., r V Uj = Vj) 
where IwI is the length of w and Wj is the jth element of w for 1 G j < Iwl. The 
ordering E on two-level types is defined by 
tt, E ttz if and only if r(ttl) = T(ttJ A E(ttJ 4 E(t&). 
Thus only two-level types with the same underlying type can be related by the 
ordering E. 
A safe completion of a two-level type tt is a type tt’ satisfying 
- tt’ E tt, 
- I-tt’: k for some k 
The first condition expresses that late bindings in tt also will be late in tt’ and the 
second condition ensures that tt’ is well-formed. A best completion for tt is a safe 
completion tt’ satisfying 
- if tt” is a safe completion of tt, then tt” E tt’. 
Every two-level type tt has at least one safe completion r( tt) defined by 
1(%) = Ai9 T(A) = Air 
1( tt1-, tt*) = 1( tt1) z( ttz), ,7( tt1 -, ttz) = _7( tt,) x7( ttz). 
Because c is a partial ordering on { tt’l r( tt’) = T( tt)} the best completion of tt will 
be unique (if it exists). 
Example. For the two-level types of the select functions of Section 2 we have 
&tit? (AList -*hr) E Ant s (4Lisc AA,,) because rrrrr < ccrrr, 
A”, z (AList dlmt) c &“, z (&,, z &“,) because ccrrr 4 CCCCC. 
-- 
The best completion of AInt z (4~~~ + AI,,) is AI”, =_(&,r I%%“,); 
dInr -, (AList dAI,,) is a safe completion whereas &, z CL&, + AI,,) is not a 
safe completion. 
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The algorithm 3 for finding the best completion of a two-level type is given by 
S(&) = Ai 
Y( tt, Z tfJ = let tt; = Y( tt,) and tt; = 9( ffJ 
in if I-ff; : c h I-U;: c 
then tt; 5 tti 
Intuitively, r is called if the kind must be r, otherwise 9 is called. 
Example. Applying Y to AI,, 
-- 
z (AList + A,,) gives rise to calls .Y(&,)(=&,) -_ 
and Y(&,, * Ar,,t). Since 5(A,,,) = AList and Y(&,) = &,, the test of the clause 
for L will fail and Y(A,,, 
-- 
+ A,,) will return AList dA,,. Because k&,, : c and -- 
I-&, d,,, : c the call S<&n, E (AList + A,,)) will return AI,, z (AList -A,,). 
The correctness of r is expressed by 
Theorem 3.1. Y( tt) is the best completion of ft. 
Proof. We proceed by structural induction on tt. The cases of Ai and Ai are trivial. 
Case ff, Q ff,: Let ffi = Y(ffi) for i = 1,2. The induction hypothesis gives 
ttf is the best completion of tO for i = 1,2. (1) 
We have two subcases. First assume that k-ttl : c holds for i = 1,2. Then t-ff: z ffi: c 
holds and from (1) we have ttl E tti so tt: G tt: E tt, q tt2. This proves that tt: z tt$ 
is a safe completion of tti 5 tt2. To see that it is the best completion assume that 
ff” is a safe completion of tt, Z ttz. Then tf” = ft:‘(pttg where rg is z or --, and tt; 
is a safe completion of tti so (1) gives tt:l E tti for i = 1,2 and thereby tt” c tt: z tt: 
as required. Secondly, assume that !-ttf : c does not hold for both i = 1 and i = 2. 
Clearly, r( tt, z t&J is a safe completion of tti z tfz. To see that it is best assume 
that tty@t,” (cp is z or -+) is a safe completion of ftl -G tf2. If 9 is z, then 
I- tt: z tts : c must be the case so I-H:!: c holds for i = 1,2. Since ffl is a safe 
completion of tti, we get from (1) that ff:! c ff: so tff: : c must hold for i = 1,2 and 
this is a contradiction. On the other hand, if rp is 2, then I--tt;l + tt! : r must hold 
and then tt: 2 tt: = I( ttf 2 ttz). Since r( ffi --, ftl) = T( ff, St,), we get the 
required tt: -, ff: E T( ftl s ffz). 
Case ttl -, tt,: Clearly, -7( tt, ti ff2) is a safe completion of tti 2 ff2. To see that 
it is the best completion assume that tt” is a safe completion of ffl -, ff2. Then 
tt” = fflz tfg and as above we get ff” E T( ffl 2 ffJ. 0 
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3.2. Product types, sum types and list types 
It is easy to extend the algorithm 9 to handle other type constructors uch as 
products, sums and lists. Consider for instance the types 
t::=AiItl+tz(tlx t,lt,+t,ltZist 
tt::=& I tt1-, tt2 Itt1 x ttz I tt, T tt2 Itt list 
IAiItt,rttt2lttlXtt2ltt*+tt2lttlist. 
The well-formedness predicate I-tt : k is extended with the rules 
l-tt,:c,~tt*:C I-tt,:r,l-ttz:r 
l-U1 x tt,: c k-t& LI. tt,: r 
I-tt,:c,l-tt*:c I-U,: r, l-t&: r 
l-H* + tt,: c I-& + tt,: r 
Ftt:c I-tt:r 
. 
I--ttlist: c t- tt list - r -* 
Note that neither product types, sum types nor list types can have two kinds. The 
definitions of T, 1 and S are straightforward. The algorithm 9 is extended with 
T(tt, x ttJ = let tt: = Y(tt,) and tt; = T(ttJ 
in if I-H:: c h btti: c 
then tt: z tti 
else T( tt, X ttJ 
.T( tt1 x ttz) = 1( tt, x tt*) 
Y( ttl + ttJ = let tt: = .T( ttl) and tt; = .T( ttJ 
in if t-tt;:c A I-tt$:c 
then tt: + tt: 
else _7( ttl T ttJ 
9( tt1+ ttJ = 1( tt, + tt*) 
9( ttlist) = let tt’ = ZT( tt) 
in if I-tt’: c 
then tt’list 
else r( ttlist) 
.T( ttz&t) = T( tt&). 
It is easy to extend the correctness proof of Section 3.1 to show thz.? .T( tt) is the 
best completion of tt for types of the extended type system. The cases of products 
and sums are similar to that for functions although some minor simplifications arise 
because types only can have one kind and the case of lists is even simpler. 
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3.3. Local type definitions 
The types of the base language is extended to be 
t::=AiItl+ tzllet Xi = tl in t*lXi 
tt::=% 1 tt, Z tt2 I Ai I ttlt tt2 1 let Xi = tt, in tt* I Xi 
where the Xi (i E I) are type variables. The let construct introduces an abbreviation 
for a type SO let Xi = tl in tz is equivalent to tJtl/Xi] (t2 with all occurrences of 
Xi replaced by t, and bound type variables renamed to avoid name clashes). 
Similarly, let Xi = tt, in tt2 should be the same as ttJttl/Xi]- In particular this 
means that let X = I&,,, A,, in X 5 (X AIn,) should be well-formed although 
the two occurrences of X in X G (X -A,,) have different kinds. 
We shall extend the well-formedness relation with a kind environment in order 
to handle two-level types with free type variables. As the example above shows, a 
type variable may have kind c as well as r so we define a kind environment kenv as 
a mapping from type variables into (non-empty) sets of kinds. The well-formedness 
predicate has the form kenv t- tt : k and expresses that tt has kind k if the free type 
variables have kinds as specified by kenv. The well-formedness predicate is defined 
by 
kenv[X; * K] I- It2 : k 
kenv + let Xi = tt, in tt2 : k 
where K E {k’l kenv t- ttl : k’}, 
kenv I- Xi : k if k E kenv(Xi), 
together with the obvious extensions of the previous axioms and rules. The definitions 
of 7, -7 and E are extended with 
7(let Xi = It, in tt2) = let Xi = 7( tt,) in 7( t?J T(Xi) = Xi, 
l(Zet Xi = tt, in ttz) = let Xi = _7( ttI) in T( ttJ Axi) = xi9 
%(let Xi = tt, in tt2) = Z( tt,)E( ttJ 2(X,) = A 
where A is the empty sequence. We write dom(kenu) for the domain of kenv and 
V F t means that the free type variables of t are in V. Thus if kenv I- tt : k then 
dom(kenu) I- T( tt). The ordering E on two-level types is defined as before. 
The algorithm 9 obtained by extending 9 to handle kind environments operates 
on formulas of the form kenvltt : K where K is a non-empty set of kinds. 9 is going 
to replace both .T and 1 and the main purpose of the component K of the formulas 
is to make that distinction: LF( kenvl tt : {c}) replaces 9( tt) and S(kenvl tt : {c, r}) 
replaces l(tt). The third possibility S(kenultt : (r)) is merely an optimization of 
9( kenvl tt : {c, r}). Before presenting 9 we shall extend the ordering G to formulas 
of the form kenvjtt : K (where K # 0) and define the notions of safe and best 
completion for these formulas. 
The ordering E on formulas is defined pointwise 
kenv,(tt, : K, c kenuzlttZ: K2 
if and only if kenv, E kenv2 A tt, r tt, A K, Q K2 
(3) : ~ylnuay asIa {.t} : ~$+.fay uaya 2 3.4 3! = (x : !ylnuay)g 
:Molaq uoyuyap aq1 SMOIIOJ 
uu@.105I~ls ayl3o uogtwldxa IWIJOJU! uv .(C~uay)utop 3 X ~03 (X)Znuay n (X)Qtuay 
= (x)(zmay n +zuay) 6q pauyap )uawuoJ!Aua puy aql ~03 Quay n hway 
aiyM aM uayi ‘(%uay)lusp = (b4ay)zuop 31 .Molaq uaA!% s! 6 urqipo@ au 
*,)II :,rtl,nuay EI ,,)lr :,,~tl,,nuay aAeq aM ,J :,,ttl,,nuay uopaldtuo3 a3es lCua .103 - 
L~p?uo!yppe 31 )II : n)nuay 303 uqitqdzuo;, lsaq aql s! ,)lr : ,@way pue 
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8(kenz$et Xi = tt, in tt,: K) = 
let kenv,Itt: : K, = S(kenulttl : {c}) and 
kenz&: K2 = @(kenu[Xi I+ K,]ltt,: K) and 
Ki = kenq(Xi) and 
kenv: = if Xi E dom(kenv) then kenq[Xi I+ kenti( 
else kenu, [dom( kenv) 
inifK,=K: 
then kenv, u kenu$et Xi = tt; in tt;: K2 
else let kenv, 1 tt; : K, = 9( kenvl ttt : {c, r}) and 
ken&;: K2 = S(kenv[Xi I+ KJtt,: K) and 
Ki = kenq(Xi) and 
kenu: = if Xi E dom(kenu) then kenq[Xi H kenv(Xi)] 
else kenq [dom( kenv) 
in kenq u kenu$et Xi = tt: in tt:: K2 
9(kenvlXi: K) = if r E K A kenv(Xi) = {c} 
then kenu[Xi H kenv(Xi) LJ {r}]IX, : K 
else if c E K A kenu(Xi) = {r} 
then kenvlXi : {r} 
else kenv[Xi : K 
where kenv [ V is the restriction of kenv to the domain V ( V c dom( kenu)). 
In the case of base types and function types the definition of 9 is directly adopted 
from those of 9 and 1 using the relationships stated earlier. In the case of function 
types each of tt, and rf2 may give rise to changes in the kind environment and the 
union operation u is used to join the modifications. It is here important that such 
extensions of a kind environment does not affect the property of being a safe 
completion. 
In the Eet-construct we first assume that the abbreviation has kind c. The call 
9( kenvltt, : {c}) may modify this so the resulting set K, of kinds may be any of {c}, 
{c, r} and {r}. Now the algorithm is such that when ff2 is analysed the set of kinds 
associated with Xi may be extended with r, if it is not already present, but it will 
never be extended with c. Thus if the test K1 = K: fails, it must be the case that 
K1 = {c} and K: = {c, r}: the analysis of ~ti gives the kind c but the analysis of ttz 
requires it to be r as well. An example where this arises is let Xi = A,,,, in 
X z (X +A,,,,). In the case where KI # K’, we will analyse ttl once more with 
the set {c, r} of possible kinds. The resulting set of possible kinds (also called K,) 
will contain r so the analysis of ff2 cannot make any changes to the set of kinds 
-_ 
associated with Xi and the algorithm will terminate. The example &Xi = A,, + AI,, -_ 
in X z (X --, A,,) shows that it is not sufficient to analyse the abbreviation with 
just the set { c, r} of possible kinds since it will force the abbreviation to be transformed 
mto &,,, dA,,, although this will not be needed. 
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For type variables we update the kind environment if the type variable is required 
to have kind r. Table 1 shows the resulting formula for the nine possible combinations 
of k&Xi) and K. 
Table 1 
K 
kendXi) {c} {c, rl {rl 
kenulX, : K 
kenvlX, : K 
kenulX, : {r} 
kenv[Xi -{c, r}]jX, : K 
kenvlX, : K 
kenulX, : {r} 
kenv[X, ++ {c, r}]lX, : K 
kenujX, : K 
kenulX, : K 
The test r E K A kenu(Xi) = {c} determines when the kind environment must be 
modified and the test c E K A keno(Xi) = (r} determines when the resulting kind 
set must be restricted. 
The informal arguments above are formalized in the proof (see Appendix A) of 
the correctness theorem: 
Theorem 3.2. If dom(kenv) F T(H), then S(kenultt : K) is the best completion of 
kenvl tt : K. 
Example. Consider the call of 9 on 
$91 let X = &, 
-_ 
+ AI,, in X z (X s &,) : (c}. 
First, this gives rise to the call 
w0 I &n, = &“, : (4) 
which returns 0 I A,, z if,“, : {c}. The call 
W[X - {411X -, w -, &A: (4) 
will observe that the second occurrence of X must have kind r and it returns the 
formula [X H {c, r}] 1X z (X dA,,) : {c}. N ow, {c} # (c, r} so we shall assume 
that X must have kind r as well as c. The analysis of the type bound to X will 
therefore be repeated. The call 
-_ 
g(P) Ikt + AI,, : {c, 4) 
returns 0 I A,., dA,, : {c, r}. Then 
@(IX * {c, rlllX z W z Ad : W 
will return [X I+ {c, r}]/X 5 (X dA,,) : {c} and the final result becomes 
01 let X = AInt d,,, in X z (X -*,,,) : (c}. 
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The extension of 9 to handle product types, sum types and list types is straigh 
forward. In the case of products we have 
9q /cent@, x ct* : K) = 
if K = {c} then let kenv,Itt;:K, = S(kenvjttl:{c}) and 
kenv,lttl: K2 = S(kenvltt2:{c}) 
in if c E K, n K2 
then kenv, u kern& x tt:: {c} 
else S( ken& x tt2 :{r}) 
else 9( kenvl tt, x tt2 :{r}) 
9(kenv:jtt, x tt,: K) = let kenz& : K, = .F(kenvltt, : {r}) and 
kenqltt::K2 = S(kenultt,:{r}) 
in kenq u kenv21tt{ 5 tt:: (r}. 
The modifications in the cases of sums and lists are similar. The extension of th 
correctness result is fairly straightforward. 
3.4. Recursive types 
Finally, let us show how the algorithm 9 can be extended to handle recursive11 
defined types. Consider the extension of the types of the previous section with 
t ::=. . .I recXfit 
tt::=...~recXi.tt~~Xi.tt 
so just as for the type constructors x, + and list we have the recursive type constructo 
ret for each of the two kinds, The well-formedness predicate kenv I- tt : k is exten&c 
with 
kenV[Xi H {c}] I- tt : C kenu[Xi I+ {r}] I- tt: r 
kenv c z Xi. tt : c kenvbEX+tt:r ’ 
The extensions of 7, -7 and E are the evident ones. The algorithm 4 is extended wit1 
9( kenu(E Xi. tt : K ) = 
if K = {c} then let kenv’ltt’: K’ = 9( kenv[Xi I+ {~}]ltt : {c)) 
in if kend(Xi) = {c} A c E K’ 
then let kenu” = if Xi E dom(kenu) 
then kend[Xi I+ kenu(Xi)] 
else kenu’[dom(kenv) 
in kend”l%% Xi. tt ’ : {c} 
else 9( kenvl= XPtt : {r}) 
else 9( kenvIm Xfitt : K) 
S(kenu(E X,tt : K) = 
let kendltt’: K’ = S(kenV[Xi I+ {r}]ltt :{r}) and 
kenu” = if Xi E dom(kenv) then kend[Xi I+ kenv(Xi)] 
else kem’idom( kenu) 
in kenv”)E Xi. tt’ : { r}. 
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It is not difficult to extend the correctness result of the previous section to hold for 
this extension of 9 as well. 
There is an important difference between the let construct and the ret constructs 
because the latter suggest he kind of the type variable. Furthermore the kind of a 
ret construct will be either c or r, not both. As an example consider the type 
recxrec Y.Y-,(X-,&“,). 
An application of 9 to [X - {c}, Y - { c}]l Y z (X s &) : {c} will observe that 
the occurrence of X must have kind r but that Y is allowed to have kind c so it 
will return 
1X ++ {c, r-1, Y - {~I11 Yq W ~A,A : (4. 
Thus the call 9([X - {c}]lG Y Y z (X z .&,) : {c}) will return 
[XH{C, r}]lKG KY~(X~A,,):{c}. 
At this (late) stage it is observed that X has been used with kind r and 9 is called 
with 
ldI~X.reC Y.Y~(XG&,,):(r} 
and both X and Y will now be bound to {r} at once. The final result will be 
0l=X.~ Y.Y-,(X-*,“,):(r}. 
4. Transformations on two-level expressions 
In Section 4.1 we consider the expressions of the base language introduced in 
Section 2. We develop an algorithm ‘W transforming formulas of the form ttenvl te : tt 
into their best completion. In Section 4.2 we extend the algorithm to allow product 
types, sum types and list types. Finally, Sections 4.3 and 4.4 describe xtensions to 
allow local definitions and recursive types. 
4.1. Expressions in the base language 
As in the case of types we shall begin by defining an ordering r on two-level 
expressions. The function B is extended to operate on expressions 
=(.txttl) = E( tt) 
S(Xi) =A 
S(iXi[ tt].te) = cE( tt)S( te) s”(&[tt].tC?) = rS( tt)E( te) 
9( te,‘teJ = E( te,)cE( te2) S( te,:teJ = Z( te,)rs”( teJ 
Z(teZ te,, te2) = E?o(te)&(te,)E(tez) g(te* tel, te2) = E(te)rE(te,)S(teJ 
S(Jix te) = c=( te) c”(jix te) = rS(te). - 
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The ordering E on two-level expressions is now defined by 
te, r te, if and only if e(te,) = e(teJ A E(teJ < E(te2). 
me variables are going to be handled very much as the type variables of Section 
3.3. Thus the formulas ttenvlte: tt of interest will beside a two-level expression te 
also contain a two-level type environment ttenv and a two-level type tt. Given a 
type environment an expression can only possess one type so in some respects the 
situation is simpler here than in Section 3.3. On the other hand the simple method 
of joining two kind environments cannot be carried over because variables are going 
to have just one type. 
The ordering L on the formulas is defined by 
ttenv,lte,: ttl c ttenv,lte,: tt2 
if and only if ttenv, E ttenq A te, E te, A tt, c tt2 
where ttenv, G ttenq means that r[ttenv,] = r[ttenv2] A tlxettenv,(xi) c ttenvz(xi). 
A safe completion of ttenvlte : tt is a formula ttenv’lte’: tt’ satisfying 
- ttenv’lte’: tt’ E ttenvjte: tt, 
- ttenv’ I- te’: tt’ 
and ttenv’l te’: tt’ is a best completion if furthermore 
- for every safe completion ttenv”lte”: tt” of ttenvlte : tt we have tterzv”[te”: tt” E 
ttenv’l te’: tt’. 
Thus the definitions are analogous to those of Section 3. 
The algorithm W given below transforms arbitrary formulas ttenvl te : tt satisfying 
r[ ttenv] I- E( te): T( tt) into their best completion. It uses the functions -7 and f 
mapping types into two-level types: 
r(4) = Ai l(& --, tz) = l(&) z(t*) 
?(Ai) = Ai b(t,+ tJ = T(t,)=Y(tJ. 
The definition of Wr is given below. It uses the algorithm 3 of Section 3.1 as a 
subroutine. The meet of two types tt, and tt2 is written ttl Fl ttz and is defined relative 
to the ordering c on two-;, el types. Hence ttl ll tt2 is the greatest ype being less 
than both tt, and tt2. We shall write FV( te) for the free variables of te. An intuitive 
explanation of the algorithm W is given below: 
YV( ttenv[jJ tt,] : tt2) = let tt’ = 9( tt, fl tt2) in ttenvlA[ tt’] : tt’ 
W( ttf?nVlXi : tt) = let tt’ = T( ttf?nV(Xi) i7 tt) in ttenV[Xi W tt’]lXi : tt’ 
W( ttenVl;iXi[ tt,].tf? : tt2 5 ttJ = 
let tt: = .T(tt, ll tt2) and 
ttenv’lte’ : tt: = W( ttenv[xi I+ tt:]/ te : tt3) and 
tt; = ttend(xi) and 
ttenv” = if Xi E dom( ttenv) then ttenv’[xi H ttenv(xi)] 
else ttenv’ [dom( ttenv) 
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in if tt; = tt$ 
then if i-tt;: c A I+: c 
then tted’liXi[tti].te’: tt; z tt: 
else W( ttenZJlbXi[ ttl].te : tt2 -, tt3) 
else W( ttf3NJ”liXi[ tt;].tf?‘: tt$ Z tti) 
W( ttenUlXXi[ tt,].te: tt 2 2 tts) = W( tteWl&Xi[ ttl]. te : tt2 2 tt3) 
W( tte&Xi[ ttl]. te : ttz z tts) = W( tte?Wl&Xi[ ttJ.te : ttz 2 tts) 
W( tte&Xi[ ttl]. te : tt2 2 tts) = 
let tterw’l te’: tt: = W( ttenu[Xi H r( ttl)]lte : r( tt3)) and 
tti = tted(xi) and 
ttenv” = if Xi E dom( ttenu) then tted[Xi W tte?W(Xi)] 
else ttenu’[dom( ttenu) 
in tten&Xi[T( tt,)].te’: _7( tt2 f tt3) 
W( ttenvl te,yte, : tt) = 
define W’( ttenvl te, : ttlcpttzl te2 : tt3) = 
let ttenqlte; : tt:cp’tt: = ‘W( ttenulte, : ( ttl il tt3)qtt2) and 
ttenu,l te$ : tt: = W( ttenu,l te2 : tt:) 
in if ttenu, [FV( te,) = ttenuz [FV( teJ A tt: = tt: 
then if cp’ = z then ttenu21te:;te:: tt: 
else ttenql te::te: : tti 
else w’( ttenuzl te: : tt$p’tt:l te: : tti) 
in let t, and tz be given by T[ ttenu] E E( tel) : t, + t2 
in W(ttenulte,:~(t,)~ttlte2:~(t1)) 
W( ttenul tcl:tez : tt) = 
let tl and tz be given by T[ ttenu] I- e( tel) : tl + tz and 
ttenu,Ite: : tt,rpttz = ‘W( ttenulte, : r( tl ---, t2)) and 
ttenql tel : tt: = W(ttenuJte2:_7(tl)) 
in if ttenu, [FV( te,) = ttenq [FV( tel) 
then ttenuzl te::te: : I( tt) 
else W( ttenq( te::te$ : r( tt)) 
W( ttenul te Z te,, te,: tt) = 
let ttenql te' : tto = W( ttenu 1te : &,,,) and 
ttenu*j te: : ttl = W( ttenu,l te, : tt) and 
ttenufl te: : ttz = W( ttenuzl te, : ttl) 
in if tteng pv( te) = ttenu, [FV( te) A 
ttenq pv( te,) = ttens[Fv( te,) A tt, = ttz 
then if tt,, = ABool 
then ttenu&e’z te:, te:: ttl 
eke W( ttenul te 2 te,, te, : tt) 
else W( ttenql te’ Z te:, te: : tt2) 
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W(ttenulte -, tel, te,: tt) 
let ttenurlte’: tto = W(ttenvlte: &,,,,) and 
ttenql te: : ttr = W( ttenv,Iter : tt) and 
ttenf&e: : ttz = W( ttenv,lte, : tt,) 
in if ttenq [FV( te) = ttenv, [FV( te) h 
ttenv, rFV(te,) = ttem2[FV(te,) A ttl = tt2 
then ttenv,lte’~ te:, tei: ttl 
else W( ttenqlte’--, te;, tei: tt2) 
W( ttenvlfix te : tt) = 
let ttenv’lte’: ttlcptt2 = W( ttenvl te : tt Z tt) 
in if ttl = tt2 
then if rp = G then ttenu’lfix te’: tt, 
else ttenv’ljx te’: ttl 
else W( ttenu’[jZ te’: ttl FIIJ 
W(ttenvjj2c te: tt) = 
let ttenale’ : tt,@t2 = W( ttemlte : T( tt --, tt)) - 
in ttenv’ljlx te’ : T( tt). - 
The clause for ttenvl_J[ tt,] : tt2 will unify ttl and tt2 using 3 and use the resulting 
type as the type of fi and the result type of the formula. In the clause for ttennlxi : TV 
we unify the previous type of xi given by tteno with tt using 9 and the type 
environment is updated. 
There are four clauses for A-abstraction depending on whether the A and the 
function arrow of the specified result type are over- or underlined. In the case of 
ttenv/XxJ tt,].te : tt2 G tt3 the two candidates tt, and tt2 for the domain type are 
unified using g and then the body of the A-abstraction is transformed using W and 
with the type of the bound variable xi being the type obtained by the unification. 
If this transformation does not change the type of Xi and the types have kind c, 
then we are finished. If either the type of Xi or the type of the body has kind r, then 
the type of abstraction must have kind r and we make the appropriate recursive 
call of W. Alternatively, the transformation of the body may change the type of xi 
and the two candidates will then be unified and a recursive call is initiated. In the 
case where either the A or the function arrow of the formula are underlined the 
resulting kind of the A-abstraction must be r and we use the function 1 to obtain 
the various types. 
Function application gives rise to two clauses. In both cases we do not know the 
complete two-level types of the operator and the operand so we use that the 
expression is well-formed if we forget about over- and underlinings. This gives us 
a type tr --, t2 for the operator. If the (two-level) application uses :, then the two-level 
type must be r( t, + tJ and the two subexpressions can be transformed using ‘IV. 
It is here important that the operator is analysed with the environment obtained 
from the analysis of the operand and thus the modifications are accumulated in the 
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type environment. This is contrary to the algorithm 9 where the join operation u 
on kind environments is used to combine the modifications obtained from two 
separate transformations. If the various type environments agree upon the types of 
the critical variables, we are finished; otherwise we make a recursive call retaining 
the information obtained so far. The case where the application is ; is more 
complicated. The most general type for the operator is F(t,) z tt where tt is the 
type of the initial formula. An auxiliary function called “Nr’ will then massage the 
operator and the operand until they agree upon the types of the critical variables 
and upon the domain of the function type. We use the auxiliary function ?V’ because 
W would start by constructing +(tr) over and over again. 
The two clauses for conditional should be fairly straightforward: the three 
expressions are transformed such that they agree upon the types of the critical 
variables and the resulting types. A similar remark holds for the fixed point operator. 
Note that W may call itself recursively on an argument that is not syntactically 
smaller. The termination of the algorithm is ensured because the new argument 
always will be less than the first with respect o the order c (just as in the case of 
.F). This is made clear in the proof (see Appendix B) of the correctness result: 
Theorem 4.1. If r[ ttenu] I- a( te) : T( tt), then W( ttenulte : tt) is the best completion of
ttenvjte : tt. 
Example. Consider the expression select, of the Introduction: 
-_ 
Wr(P, 1 select, : &, z A&s) Q &,) 
will give rise to the call 
%q9,)Xx,. . .:(A,“, 
-_ 
+ &_,ist =T Arm> z (AM z AList z Aunt)>* 
Using the clauses for A-abstraction we arrive at the call 
-- 
(2) 
?V( ttenu,l(f,[. .lrfi[. . .I:&) 2 (fhd[- . .I’&), 
(x&f-[. . .]:xn:. fi[. . .IF(.M. . .h)) : A,“,) 
-_ 
where ttenu, = [xS - &,,, z AList + AI,,, x, I+ AI,,, XJ - &,I. Thus at this early 
stage the kinds of the types of x, and q are determined to be r. The call of w above 
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will massage the body of the A-abstraction to fulfill this. It is not difficult to verify 
that 
W( ttenv,lf=[A,,zt -,A,, + A _Bool _ 1 _ Inr _ n - - Bool I. f [A 1-x A 1 
= ttenv,~fJAIn, += Am * Aemfll fiEArnt1~~~ : &a 
Similarly, it is straightforward to verify that 
W~~eWlhd[&ist G &tl’% : AmI = ~~e~ddALisr d~r~tllxr : Am- 
The false branch of the conditional is more interesting. First the call 
W(ttenu,IxAf-[&, + A,,, + AM]:G: fi[bm,l) : AList z Am 
IJ;t[ ALi. z ALisr lyx~ : AList 1 
is initiated and this in turn gives rise to 
-_ 
W( ttenqjxs : A,,,, + ALis, z AInt 
If-[&r zQA,“, ZLi mrlxLfl[AI”rl: &I,). (3) 
We have 
-_ 
‘W( ,tenv,lxs : A[,,, + AList z Amt) = ttenvzlxs : Al,,, z (AList -A,,) 
where ttenq = [xS * AIn, z (&List _*A,,), X, t+ LI~,,~, XI c-, AList] SO the type 
environment is modified for xs. Using the new type environment we get 
W ,tenn21L [&, ZAAI~, d,ntl:xn: _firb,ntl: &It) 
= ttenv21f-E&, *A , ~,nrl%~ h[A,nrl: AhIt. 
Since A,,,, # A,,,, (3) will initiate the recursive call 
W,,enn21xs : Am -* AList dhtlf-[Amt tihf 2AhtlXL fi[A,ml: 4~). 
Now 
W( ttenv21xs : A,,, 5 (&is8 tiht)) = ttenhl+ : Am dA,ist -A,, 
where ttenq = [x, * A,,,, + A,*,, din,, X, I+ AInt, xl I+ AList]. It is straightfor- 
ward to verify that the call of W on the false branch will terminate and return 
~re~v&&-[A,,, ?A,“, ZA,mtllXnI h[Alnll)~(.h[ALisl ZA5stllXI) :AM* 
The initial call of W will thus return 
0 I select, : Ah ZAAList ~2%~~ 
where select, is defined in the Introduction. 
4.2. Product types, sum types and list types 
In Section 3.2 we considered an extension of the type system with product types, 
sum types and list types and the purpose of this section is to show how the expression 
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part has to be modified. The corresponding expression language is 
- 
Iftel, te2jlteElZij[tt] teIOUtjteI%ijte 
Ihdtel~~eIcons(te,,te,)Iisnilte(nil[tt] 
)&i[tt].tel te,:te,l te 2 tel, te2l.B te - 
[(te,, te,)IteAjIin-[tt] teloufitelgjte - 1 
I~tel~telcons(te,, te,)lis&teIniZ[tt]. 
The well-formedness predicate tteno I- te: tt is extended with the following rules: 
ttenv F te, : ttl, ttenv I- te, : ft2 
tteno k {se,, teJ: ItI X ttz 
if I-U, : c and I-Q: c 
ttenv k tel : ttl, ttenv I- tez : ff2 
ttenv I- (te,, fez) : ttl 2 ttz 
if t-t&: r and /--tt,: r 
ttenv I- te : ttl X ttz 
ttenv !- teE: t5 
ttenv I- te : ttl x ff2 
trenv I- te & j : ttj - 
ifj=l orj=2 
ifj=l orj=2 
ttenv I- Zj[ tt* T ttz] te : ttl + ff2 
ifr_tt,Ttt,:candj=lorj=2 
ttenv !- te : t$ 
tCenv i- te : tZ, T Tt2 
- 
ttenv F OUtjte : ttj 
ttenv k r~ : tt, + tt2 
ttenv I- gjte : ttj 
ttenv I- te : tt, T tf2 
ttenv I- Zjte : &ool 
ttenv I- te : ttl + tt2 
ttenv t- isJe : Asoot 
ttenv I- te : tt list 
ttenv I- hd ie : tt 
ttenv I- te : tt list - 
ttenv I- hd te : tt - 
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ttenv I- te : tt list 
ttenv I- ‘i7 te: ttiiii 
ttenv t- te : ttl& 
ttenv I- fi te : tt ji& 
ttenv F te, : tt, ttenv F te,: ttiiii 
ttenv k ZZ( tel, tez) : tt list 
ttenv F te,: tt, ttenv I- te,: ttl&t 
ttenv t- B( te,, teJ : tt list - 
ttenv I- te : tt list 
ttenv I- isnil te : ABoo 
ttenv t- te : tt list - 
ttenv k j&l te : ABoo, 
ttenv I-Zi[tt]: ttlist if I-tt:c 
ttenv t- &Z [ tt] : tt list - if I-tt : r. 
The extensions of E and E are straightforward and so are those of C and 3 The 
extension of W is given below. The general pattern of the clauses are as in the 
previous section so we shall not comment further upon them. 
W( ttenvlTtel, teJ: ttl X ttJ = 
let ttenv,Ite; : tt; = ‘W( ttenvltel : tt,) and 
ttenv,l te$ : tti = W( ttenv,I te, : ttJ 
in if ttenvl [FV( teJ = ttenvz [FV( te,) 
then if t-tt: : c A t-tti: c 
then ttenv*l{te’,, tes: tti x tti 
else W( ttenvl( te,, tez) : tt, 5 ttJ 
else W( ttenv$tel,,te$: tt$T tt:) 
W( ttenvl{te,, teJ: ttl 5 ttJ = W( ttenvl(tel, ted : ttl X tt2) 
W( ttenvl( tel, teJ : ttl X ttz) = W( ttenvl(te,, teJ : ttl II ttd 
W( ttenvl( te,, teJ : ttl x ttz) = 
let tte&,l te: : i: = W( ttenvl te, : r( tt,)) and 
ttenv,l tei : tt: = W( ttenql te, : r( tt2)) 
in if ttenv, rFV( teJ = ttenq[FV( tel) 
then ttenv& te:, teil: r( ttl 1~ ttJ 
else W( tten&l(te:, teii: _7( ttl X tt?)) 
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W(ttenulte~: tt) = 
let tl and tz be such that T[ ttenv] I- E( te) : tl x t2 and 
ttenv’lte’: tt:cptt: = W( ttenu)te : tt, X ffJ 
where ‘4 = tt and tts-j = F’( ts-j) 
in if 9 = X 
then ttenu’/te’E: ttJ 
else ttenv’l te’ .lj ; tti - 
W(ttenulteJj: tt) = 
let tI and;* be such that T[ttenv] I- &(te) : tl x tz and 
ttenv’lte’: tt’,rptt$ = W(ttenvIte:_7(t, x t2)) 
in ttenv’lte’J,j : T( tt) 
- 
W( ttC3ZV@ij[ ttl T tt2]te : tti + tti) = 
let ttenv’lte’ : ttj’ = W( ttenvlte : t$ ll tti) and 
tti_j = 9(tts-j ll tt;-j) 
in if I-U:‘: c h I-ttz: c 
then ttenU’lZj[ tt: + tt$]te’: ttf + ttg 
else W( ttfXZJl&j[ tt& ttz]te : tti + tts) 
W( ttC?n?llGij[ tt, T ttJte : tti + tti) = W( ttCVWlkZj[ it, Ifi ttJte : tt; + tti) 
W( tteN$ij[ ??I+ cc21 te : CC: + CC:) = W( ttUWlilZj[ tt& tt2]te : tt: + tt:) 
W(ttenvlZj[tt, + tt2]te: tt: + tt;) = W(tte?WI&j[tt* t thlte: tti 5 tt!J 
W( ttenvl&j[ CC1 T ttz]te : tt: T tt3 = W( ttenuli& ttl + tt&e : tti + tt; 
W( tten+nj[ tt, T ttJte : tt: + tt:) = W( ttetWl&j[ ttl 2 tt&e : tti + tti) 
W(ttenvI&j[tt, + tt,]te: tti + ttl) = W(ttetZZllhlj[t~ 2 tt,]te: tt; + tt5) 
W( ttetZU)~j[tt~ + ttz]te : CC: + tt$) = 
let ttem’l te’ : tty = W( ttenvl te : r( t$)) 
in ttf?dlin,[_7( ttl + ttJ]te’: r( ttl T ttJ 
W( ttetWl~jtC? : AJ~~~,) = 
let t be such that T[ ttenu] I- E( te) : t and 
ttenu’l te’ : tt = W( ttenulte : T(t)) 
in if I-tt:c 
then tte&lZjte : &,,,l 
else tteW’~iSjtd : &ool 
W( ttOWlGjte : &oo, ) = W( ttf??ZVliSjte : &ool) 
W( ttenulisJe : ABoo, ) = W( ttem&te : &J 
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W( t&lVliSjte : &ool) = 
let t be such that r[ ttenv] k e( te) : t and 
ttenv’(te’: tt = W(ttenvlte:r(t)) 
in ttCWV’)iSjtd: &ool 
- 
W( ttf?nVlOUtjte : tt) = 
let t, and t2 be such that 7[ ttenv] I- e( te) : t, + t2 and 
ttenv’l te’: tt:cpttG = W( ttenvl te : ttl T tt2) 
where ttj = tt and tt3-j = ?(ts-j) 
in if cp = T 
then ttenv’lZjte’: ttJ! 
else th?nV’lout,td: tti 
W( tttWV(&jtc? : tt) = 
let t, and t2 be such that T[ ttenv] I- e( te) : tl + t2 and 
ttenv’lte’: tt;@t; = W(ttenvlte:z(t, + t2)) 
in tt@lV’l~jtd: T( tt) 
W( ttenvlhd te : tt) = 
let ttenv’l te’ : tt’ Q = W( ttenvl te : tt rist) 
in if Q = list 
then ttenv’lhd te’: tt’ 
else ttenv’lm te’: tt’ 
W( ttenvlhd te : tt) = 
let ttenv’l te’ : tt’ Q = W( ttenvl te : r( tt) Z&t) 
in ttenv’lhd te’: tt’ 
W(ttenvlii te : ttlist) = 
let ttenv’l te’ : tt’ Q = W( ttenvl te : tt rist) 
in if Q = list 
then ttenv’ls te’ : tt’ list 
else ttenv@ te’: tt’ j& 
W( ttenvl2 te : tt Z&t) = W( ttenvltJ te : tt Zi& 
W( ttenvltj te : tt list) = W( ttenvltJ te : tt Z&) 
W( ttenvlfi te : tt Z&) = 
let ttenv’l te’ : tt’ Q = W( ttenvl te : _7( tt) Z&t) 
in ttenv’[tJ te’: r( tt) j&t 
W( ttenvlcons( te,, teJ : ttlist) = 
let ttenv,l te: : tt, = ‘W( ttenvl te, : tt) and 
ttenvJ te: : ttz Q = W( ttenv,l tez : tt, list) 
in if ttenv, [FV( te,) = ttens[FV( te,) A ttl = tt2 
then if Q = list 
then tten&ons( te:, te;) : tt, list 
else tten&ons( te:, te:) : ttl jig 
else W( tten&ons( te:, te:) : ttz list) 
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W( ttenvlcons( te,, fez) : tt!zk) = W( tfenul~( tel, teJ : tt Z&t) 
W( ttenu(-( tel, tez) : ttlist) = W( ttenv I=( tel, teJ : tt&) 
W( ttenvle( tel, tez) : tt Z&t) = 
let ttem,Ite~ : tt, = “IZr(ttenvIte, :l(tt)) and 
Hen&e;: ff2 rp = W( ttenvl(te2: a &) 
in if ttenv, rFV(te,) = ttenq[FV(te,) 
then ttenqlm( te;, te:) : I( tt) @ 
else W( ttenvJm( te:, te:) : T( tt) Z&t) 
W( ttenu lisnil te : Ilr,,,!) = 
let t be such that r[ ttenv] I- e( te) : t list and 
ttenv’lte’:tt’cp = W(ttenulte:T(t)list) 
in if rp = list then ttenu’lisnil te’ : &ool 
else ttenv’ls te’ : ABoo, 
W( ttenvlisnil te : Asool ) = W( ttenuls te : ABoo,) 
W(tten+& te:ABOOI ) = W( ttenz+& te : && 
W( ttenvli& te : ABool) = 
let t be such that T[ttenu] I- e(te) : t list and 
ttenv’l te’ : tt’ &t = W( ttenvj te : r(t) m) 
in ttenu’la te’ : dBOOl 
W( ttenulniI [ tt,] : tt2 list) = 
let tt’ = 9( tt, fl ft2) 
in if I-U : c then ttenvlnil [tt’] : tt’ list 
else ttenvl&Z [tt’] : tt’ j&t 
%f( ttenvlnil [ ttl] : ttz &) = W( ttenz@ [ tt,] : ff2 m) 
W( ttenvl&Z [ttJ : tt2 list) = W( ttenv&l [ ttJ : tt2 l&t) 
W( ttenvl&Z [tt,] : ttz l&t) = ttenvlniJ [_7( tt,)] : F( ttJ &t. 
The correctness result of the previous section can be extended to hold for these 
constructs as well. The various cases of the induction proof are close in spirit to 
the previous ones so we omit the details. 
4.3. Local expression dejinitions 
The introduction of local type definitions in Section 3.3 caused a rather dramatic 
change of the transformation on types. For the expressions the situation is much 
simpler because the let-construct will be nothing but syntactic sugar. So consider 
the following extension of the expression language of the previous section: 
f?::=. . .IZetXi = e, ine, 
te::=. .IletXi = te, in te2. 
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The well-formedness relation ttenu I- re : tf is extended with the rule 
rrenv b re, : rr,, ttenv[xi c-, rrJ F re, : rrz 
rtenv I- let Xi = re, in te, : ttz ’ 
Assuming that ttenv I- let Xi = re, in te 2: ttz holds let Xi = te, in te2 is semantically 
equivalent to either (ixi[ rtl].re2)Tte~, where ttenv I- te, : tt, and k-tt, : c, or 
(Axi[ tr,].te2):rel, where ttenv F te, : tt, and t-ttl : r. This relationship motivates the 
following extension of W: 
W( rtenvjkt Xi = tel in te, : tt) = 
let rtenv’l(rpxi[ ttJ.re:)$te; : tr2 = W( ttenvl(Xxi[ F( t,)].re2)TreI : rt) 
where r[ ttenu] I- e( teJ : t, 
in ttOW’[ZetXi = te: in te:: tt2. 
4.4. Local type dejnitions and recursive types 
The introduction of local type definitions poses no additional problems if we 
require that all expressions must have closed types. In the algorithm W presented 
in the previous sections we just have to replace all calls 9(. . .) by ~(01. . . : {c}) and 
all calls r(. . .) by S(0l.. .:{c, r}). 
In the case of recursive types the expression language will be extended with 
appropriate constructors and destructors: 
te::=...)k[ ]t I m ret tr e unrec re 1 mkrec [ rt] te I unrec te. 
We view the types zX,tt and tt[zXhtt/Xi] as distinct although isomorphic 
types. Hence we use the explicit notation mkrec [. . .] to pass from the latter to the 
former and we use unrec to pass in the opposite direction. Similar remarks apply 
to mkrec [. . .] and 3. 
The well-formedness relation ttenv F te : tt is extended with 
ttenv !- re: tt[SZ X+tt/Xi] 
ttenv t- mkrec [reC Xi. tr] te : reC Xi. tt 
rtenv t- re : tt[E Xi.rt/Xi] 
rrenv I- mkrec [ ret X$] te : ret X, tt -- - 
rrenv t- re : reC X, tt 
ttenv I- unrec re : tt[KZ Xi.tt/Xi] 
ttenv b te : z Xi. tr 
ttenv I- unrec re : tt[E Xistt/Xi]’ 
The extensions of E and E are straightforward. The extension of W is more 
complicated because of the substitution of types in tt[z Xetr/XiJ and 
tt[E Xbtt/Xi]* In the case of mkrec we transform tt[G Xfirt/Xi] (via W) and we 
must make sure that the resulting type has a similar form. This may cause W to be 
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called recursively and here we use a generalization of the binary ll operation to 
finite and non-empty sets of two-level types. In the case of unrec there is a similar 
problem and it is solved using the same idea. The extensions of the algorithm are 
W( ttenulmkrec [reC Xctfl] te :EG X+ff2) = 
let ttenu’lte’: tt” = W( ttenvlte :(ttl Fl ttJ[EG Xi-U* Fl tf*/Xi]) 
in if tt” = tt’[q Xctt’/Xi] where T( tt’) = T( ttl) 
then if Q = z then ffenu’lmkrec [G X+ff’] fe’:‘&% X+tf 
else ffenu’lmkrec rrec Xfiff’] fe’:xXi.ff’ 
else let ff” = ff'[ff:/Xf] . . . [t*;/X1] 
where T(ff’) = r(tfI), T(ft,) = recX+T(ffJ and 
Xi is the jth occurrence of Xi in ft’ for 1 s j s n 
in W(ffenu’~mkrec [ll{ZZXi.ff’, ff;, . . . , ff2}]fe’: 
n{EG x+fffi, ff:, . . . , ff,)) 
W(ffenulmkrec [GFXi.ffl] fe:E Xi.ff2) = 
W(ffenulmkrec rrec X,.ffJ fe:~Xisff2) 
W(ffenulmkrec [EX+ffJ fe:reC X,ffJ = 
W(tfenuImkrec Fret Xi.tt] te:sX,ftJ 
‘W( fferwlmkrec [E X, ttJ te : ret X, ff2) = 
W(ftenujmkrec [ret X+ffJ fe:EX,ttJ -- 
‘W(tterwImkrec [E X&l fe:E Xi.ff2) = 
W(ttenujmkrec rrec X&l te:EX#J 
‘W( ttenulmkrec [z X+ft,] te : ret Xi. ff2) = 
‘W(ffenu)mkrec rrec X&l te:sXi.ff2) 
W( ttenu(mkrec rrec Xi.ftl] te :G Xi. tt2) = 
‘W(ttenuImkrec [E X&j te:E Xtiff2) 
‘W( ttenulmkrec rrec X&] te:E X&J = 
let ftenu’l te’: tt’ = W( ttenulfe :r( tf,)[m. X+r(ftl)/Xi]) 
in ffenu’lmkrec [ret X& tf,)] te’: E Xfi_7( ftl) -- 
W( ttenu(unrec fe : tt) = 
let ret Xi. t be given by T[ ttenu] I- e( fe) : ret Xtit and let 
tto, tt1,. . . , tt, be such that T( tto) = t, T( tti) = ret Xi.t and 
tl = tf,,[ tt,/Xf] . . . [t&,/X:] where 
Xi is the jth occurrence of Xi in f for 1 G j c n and let 
tlenu’lte’:cpX,tt’ = W(ffenuIfe:fl{ZZX~ffo, tfl,. . . , ft,}) 
in if Q = G then tfenu’lunrec te’: tt’[%% X+ff’/Xi] 
else ftenu’lunrec te’: tt’[E X+ft’/Xi] 
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W( ttenvjunrec te : tt) = 
let ret Xi. t be given by r[ ttenv] I- s ( te) : ret Xi. t and let 
ttenv’( te’ : cp Xi. tt’ = W( ttenv,j te : E X&t)) 
in ttenv’junrec te’:r( t)[E X+1( t)/Xi]. 
5. Conclusion 
We have presented an algorithm W for performing binding time analysis of a 
typed h-calculus: Given partial information about the binding times, the algorithm 
will complete that information such that as few bindings as possible are performed 
late. This analysis is deemed to be useful for the implementation of functional 
languages in general, and in the implementation of denotational definitions in 
particular. 
Our motivation for the present work is the automatic implementation of optimizing 
compilers from denotational language definitions. Since the distinction between 
compile-time and run-time is crucial for the efficiency of compilers [ 11, our starting 
point has been a semantic definition making that sort of distinction. More precisely, 
we have used a two-level meta-language based on a two-level type structure as in 
this paper. The main difference between the two-level meta-language and the 
two-level A-calculus is that in the former the expressions corresponding to types of 
kind r are Fe-like combinators [2] similar to the categorical characterization of the 
A-calculus [4]. Thus our semantic definitions are somewhat estranged from the 
traditional denotational definitions [20,21] for two reasons: they impose a distinction 
between compile-time and run-time and they use combinator-like notation for the 
run-time computations. In this paper we have shown that the first difference may 
be overcome and in [19] we show that also the second difference may be overcome 
in many cases. Therefore we see the development of this paper as an important step 
towards automating the transformation from traditional denotational definitions 
into practically useful compilers. The techniques mentioned here have currently 
been implemented in a test-bed system. 
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Appendix A. Correctness proof for 9 
This appendix contains the proof of the correctness of the algorithm 5 for 
transforming two-level types into their best completions. The algorithm 9 is 
presented in Section 3.3 and the theorem reads: 
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Theorem 3.2. If dom( kenu) I- T( tt), then 9( kenvltt : K) is the best completion of 
kenvl tt : K. 
Proof. We define an ordering < on formulas by 
kenu’ltt’: K’ < kenvltt: K 
if and only if 
tt’ is a subtype of tt or kenu’ltt’: K’c kenvltt: K 
where x c y means x E y A x # y. This constitutes a well-founded ordering on the 
set of formulas so we shall proceed by induction on this well-founded ordering [6]. 
Case /ri: First assume that r E K. Then clearly kenvIA, : (r) is a safe completion 
of kenv[Ai : K. To see that it is the best completion assume that kenu’ltt’: K’ is a 
safe completion. Then K’ Q K so r E K’ must hold and since kenv’ I- it’: k’ holds 
for k’ E K’, we get that tt’ must be Ai and K’ must be {r}. But then kenu’ltt’: K’ E 
kenulAi : (r} and we have proved the result. 
Secondly, assume that r SZ K. Clearly, kenul& : {c} is the best completion of 
ken#i : {c}. 
Case Ai: It is straightforward to prove that ken& : {r} is the best completion of 
kennldi : K so we omit the details. 
Case tt, 5 tt,: First assume that K = (c}. The induction hypothesis clearly can 
be applied and gives that 
kennilttf :Ki = S(kenvltti : (c}) is the best completion of kenvltti : {c} (A.l) 
for i = 1,2. The test c E K1 n K2 corresponds to the test ~--tt; : c A I-& : c in algorithm 
9L To show that kenq u kensltt: z tt$ : {c} is a safe completion of kenv 1 ttl s it2 : K 
when c E K, n K2 we note that 
- if kenoi I- tti : ki for i = 1,2, then kenq u kenvz F tti : ki, 
- if kenvi c kenv for i = 1,2, then kenv, u kenvz c kenv, 
and to show that kenu, u kenv& z tt:: (c} is the best completion of 
kenvl tt, z tt,: K we further note that 
- if kenv’ c kenvi for i = 1,2, then kenu’ c kenq u kens. 
In the case where c rZ K1 A K2 we use that 
kenvltt,t &:(c} < kenvltt,~ &:(c} 
so the induction hypothesis can be applied and gives that 9( kenultt, =f tt2: {c}) is 
a safe completion of kenttltt, _ + tt2 :{c} and thereby of ken& z tt2 :{c}. To see 
that it is the best completion assume that kenu”ltt:cptt$: K” (9 is z or 2) is a safe 
completion of kenvl ttl z tt2: (c}. If cp is q, then c E K” and kend’l tt!: : {c} will be 
a safe completion of kenaltti : {c} for i = 1,2. From (A.l) we get that c E Ki for 
i = 1,2 and this is a contradiction. If cp is 2, then kend’ltt: 2 tt,” :K” will be a safe 
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completion of kenv)tt ,s tt,: {c} and the result follows using the induction 
hypothesis. 
Secondiy, assume that K f {c}, that is, r E K. The induction hypothesis can be 
applied because 
kenultt, -, tt2 :K < ken+, Z ttz : K 
and we get that S(kenultt ,s tt,: K) is a safe completion of ken& 2 tt,: K and 
thereby of kenultt, Q tt,: K. To see that it is the best completion assume that 
kenu”(tt~&: K” (cp is G or 2) is a safe completion of kenultt, z tt,: K. Since 
K” < K and r E K we get r E K” so (9 must be 2. But then kenu”~tt~ 2 tt,” :K” is 
a safe completion of kenultt , -, tt,: K and the result follows from the induction 
hypothesis. 
Case tt, -, tt,: The induction hypothesis can be applied and gives 
kenuilttf : Ki = S(kenultti: {c, r}) is the best completion of kenultti: {c, r} (A.2) 
for i = 1,2. Using the same technique as in the case above we get that kenu, u 
kenu21tt{ 2 tt;: K is a safe completion of kenultt , -, tt,: K. To see that it is the best 
completion assume that kend’ltt; t tt; : K” is a safe completion of kenul ttl -, ttz : K. 
Then kend’ltt; : {r} is a safe completion of kenultti :{c, r} and (A.2) gives 
kenu”ltt:!:{r} c kenuilttj: Ki for i = 1,2. Therefore kend’ltt:-, tt;: K”E kenu, u 
kenuzl tt: 2 tt; : K and the result follows. 
Case let Xi = tt, in tt2: The induction hypothesis can be applied to tt, and ttz and 
gives 
kenu,ltt{:K, = 9(kenuItt,:{c}) 
is the best completion of kenultt, : {c}, (A.3) 
kenu,[tti: K2 = S(kenu[Xi * K,]lttz: K) 
is the best completion of kenu[Xi H K,][tt,: K. (A-4) 
We have two subcases. First assume that K, = K;. It is easy to verify that kenu, u 
kenui[letXi = tti in tti: K2 c kenviler X, = tt, in ttz: K. Also (kenu, u ken@ 
[Xi I+ K;] t- tt;: k will hold fur k E K2 and because KI = K, c {k I kenu, I- tt: : k} c 
{k I kenu, u kenu: t- tti : k} we can deduce that kenu, u ken& F let Xi = tt: in tt; : k. 
This proves that kenu, u kenu:lletX, = tt{ in tti: K2 is a safe completion of 
kenullet Xi = ttl in ttz: K. To see that it is the best completion assume that 
kenu”lletX, = tty in tt” 2: K” is a safe completion of kenujletx, = tt, in ttz: K. Then 
kenu”ltt:l: K: is a safe completion of kenultt, : {c} for K:’ = { kl kenu” I- tt:’ : k} and 
from (A.3) we get kenu”ltt:‘: KY G kenqltti : K,. Now kenu”[Xi H K:]ltt,“: K” is a 
safe completion of kenu[Xi H K,]lttz: K and (A.4) gives kenu”[X, w K:‘]lttg: K”c 
kenu21tt: : K2. But then kenu’jlet Xi = tty in tt,” : K” c kenu, u kenu$et Xi = tt: in 
tt:: K2 as required. 
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In the second subcase we assume that K: f K1 . Corresponding to (A.3) and 
(A.4) we have 
kenu,Itt; : K1 = 9( ken&, : {c, r}) is the best completion of kenulttl : {c, r}, (A-5) 
kenu&: I& = S’(kenu[Xi H KJltt2: K) 
is the best completion of kenu[Xi H K1 jlfr2: K. (A-6) 
It is sufficient o prove that K: = K1 holds for the new K1 and K: since then the 
proof will proceed as in the subcase above. First we prove that K: E K1. From 
(A.5) we have K1 4 {c, r} so K1 is {r} or {c, r}. In both cases we use that K: 4 K1 
follows from (A.6) so K; E K, . To get that K, c K: we use the following result 
that easily can be proved to hold: 
- if kenu’ltt’: K’ = 9(kenultt: K), then for every X, kenu(X) E kenu’(X). 
Case Xi: We have three subcases. First we assume that t E K and kenu(Xi) = {c}. 
Then kenu(Xi) u {r} Q kenu(Xi) SO kenu[Xi I+ kenu(Xi) u { r}]IXi : K is a safe com- 
pletion of kenulXi : K. To see that it is the best completion assume that kenu”lXi : K” 
is another safe completion of kenulXi : K. It is sufficient o prove that kenu”(Xi) +Z 
kenu(Xi) u {tj since then kenu”lXi : K” c kenu[Xi I+ kenu(Xi) u (r}]IXi : K. Clearly 
kenu”(Xi) Q kenu(Xi) so we just have to show that r E ked’(Xi). We have K” 4 K 
and since r E K this means that r E K”. Also K” c kenu”(Xi) must hold so r E 
kenu”(Xi). 
In the second subcase we assume that c E K and kenu(Xi) = {r}. Clearly 
kenulXi : (r} is a safe completion of kenulXi : K. To see that it is the best completion 
assume that kenu”iXi : K” is a safe completion of kenulXi : K. Then kenu”(Xi) s 
kenu(Xi) so kenu”(Xi) = {r}. But then K” = (r} must be the case and we have 
kenu”lXi : K” c kenulXi : {r} as required. 
In the third subcase assume that neither of the previous two cases apply. Clearly 
kenulXi : K is the best completion of itself. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. Cl 
Appendix B. Correctness proof for jY 
This appendix contains the proof of the correctness ofthe algorithm %V transform- 
ing two-level expressions into their best completion. The algorithm “Iy’ is presented 
in Section 4.1 and its correctness i stated by 
Theorem 4.1. If r[ ttenu] I- e( te) : T( tt), then W( ttenul te : tt) is the best completion of 
ttenu I te : It. 
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Proof. We define the ordering < OP formulas by 
ttenv’l te’ : rr' < rrenul fe : ft 
if and only if 
re' is a subexpression of te or ttenu’lte’: tt’ c ttenolte : tt. 
Given a formula ttenvlte : tt with T[ tfenv] t- E( fe) : r( tt) we shall proceed by induc- 
tion on this ordering. 
Case J[tt,]: Consider the formula ffenvI_jJttl]: ff2 and define tt’ = Y(tt, n rr2). 
Theorem 3.1 gives 
tt’ is the best completion of tt, ll ff, 
so tt’ E tfi for i = 1,2 and Ott’ : k for some k. This means that ttenulfi[ tt’] : ft’ G 
ttenulJ[tt,] : cr, and ttenv I-_A[&] : ft’ so tfenv’]~[ tt’] : tt’ is a safe completion of 
ttenvlJ;[ tt,] : tt2. To see that it is the best completion assume that ffenv”~jJ tt”] : tt” 
is a safe completion of tfenv~~[tf,] : tt2. Then ft” E tfi for i = 1,2 and because tt’ is 
the best completion of tt, ll t& we get tt” E tt’. Thus ttenv”ljJ tt”] : tf”c 
tfenvlfi[ tt’] : tt’ as required. 
Case xi: Consider the formula ttennlxi : tt and define tt’ = .Y( tfenv(x,) ll tt). Then 
Theorem 3.1 gives 
tt’ is the best completion of ttenu(xi) ll tt 
SO rr'~ tfenv(x,) and tt’~ tt hold. But then ttenu[xi I-+ rr']lXi: ff’~ ffenV(xi: tt and 
ttenu[xi I+ tt’] I- xi : tt’ hold SO rrenll[Xi * rr']Xi : rr' is a safe completion of ttenvlxi : ft. 
To see that it is the best completion assume that ffend’lxi : tt” is a safe completion 
of ttenvlxi : ft. Then ft” = tfend’(xi) c tfenu(xi) and tt” L ft SO we get tt” c tt’ because 
tt’ is the best completion of ttenu(xi) n tt. But then ttenn”lxi: tf”c 
tfenU[xi I+ tt’]lxi : tt’ as required. 
Case Xxi[tt,].fe: We have two cases depending on the type specified by the third 
component of the formula. 
First consider the formula tfenv~hxi[tf,].te: tt2’ ft3. From Theorem 3.1 and the 
induction hypothesis we get 
tti is the best completion of tf, ll ft2, (B-1) 
ttenv’jfe’: tt: is the best completion of ttenu[xi H tf:]lfe : tt3. 03.2) 
We have three subcases. First assume that rrl, = rr: and k-tti: c and I-fti: c. Then 
we shall prove that ttenv”l~xi[tt:].te’: ttiz tt: is the best completion of 
rrenl$iXi[ ffJ.te:tf2~ tt 3. Using the properties (B.1) and (B.2) it is straightforward 
to see that it is a safe completion. Now assume that tfenu”‘~~xi[tt~].fe”: rr~t@r~ is a 
safe completion of rrenZ$Xi[ rr,].re : tf, G tf3 for rp being x or & and + being G or 
2. Then tt:’ E ft, as well as tt;l c tt2 so (B.l) gives tt: E tt: because ä tt:l : k for some 
k. Also we have tte&“[xi w tt:l]lte”: tti c ttenu[xi H tt,]lre: tfg and trenv”‘[xi H 
tt:‘] I- fe”: tt,” so rred"[Xi H rr:'])re": tt: is a safe completion of rren?J[Xi t+ rr,]lre : tt3. 
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Using (B.2) we get ttcntY’[xi I+ tt:l]lte”: tt; E ttend1te’: tt:. It is now easy to verify 
that tted”l~xi[tt~].td’: tt~~,@ E tted’lbi[ tta].td: tt: s tt; and this proves the 
result. 
In the second subcase we assume that tt; = tt$ but I--ttj: c does not hold for both 
j = 2, and j = 3. Clearly 
ttentJl&xi[ttr].te : tt2 2 tts -C ttkVZlJl~Xi[ ttJ.te : tt2 z tt3 
so the induction hypothesis can be applied and gives 
IV( tte&Xi[ ttJ.te : tt2 2 tts) 
is the best completion of tte&xi[tt,].te : tt2 2 tt3. (B-3) 
It is easy to verify that W(tten&i[tt,].te : tt2t tt3) is a safe completion of 
tteWliXi[ ttJte : tt2 z tts. To see that it is the best completion assume that 
ttenv”‘l~xi[tt:‘].te”: tt:l@tt,” is a safe completion of tteWliXi[ttJte: ttz Z tt3 for cp 
being x or A and $ being 5 or 2. If cp is i, then J, must be z and we have tt:’ E ttr 
and try c tt2. Since ~-ttr : c must hold for i = 1,2, we see that tt; is a safe completion 
of ttr il ttz and (B.l) gives tty c tt:. Consequently, i-tt: : c must hold. We also have 
that ttenv”‘[x, w &r’]lte”: tt; E ttenu[xi w tt;]lte: tt3 and then (B.2) can be applied 
and gives ttenu”‘[xi w tt:‘]lte”: tts E ttem’lte’: tt$ so in particular tt,” c tt:. Since 
I-tt;: c, we must have I-H:: c and this is a contradiction. So we have cp to be A and 
then $ is 2. But then tted”l@i[tt:‘].te”: tty _ * tt,” c ttenvl&[ tt,].te : ttz s tt3 and 
(B.3) can be applied and gives the required tted”lAxi[tt~].te”: tt;l-, tt; c 
W( tte&Xi[ ttJ.te : tt2 2 tts). 
In the third subcase we assume that tt: it tt$. It is easy to see that 
tteNfl~Xi [ tti].te’: tt; z tti < ttem$x,[ ttJ.te : tt2 -t tt3 
since tt; r= tt; and tt; c tt, follows from (B.l) and (B.2). The induction hypothesis 
can be applied and gives 
w’( ttedl;iXi [ tti].te’: tt; z tt:) 
is the best completion of ttcnu”]Xxi [ tt;].te’: tt; z tti. (B-4) 
It is easy to see that ‘W(tted’~Xxi[tt~].te’: tt:Q tt:) is a safe completion of 
ttenV)iXi[ ttl].te : tt2 5 tts. To see that it is the best assume that 
tted”lpXi[ tt:‘].td’: tt:+!fltt,” is a safe completion of tte?ZUliXi[ *t&e : ttz 5 tt3 for cp 
being x or A and JI being G or 2. Then tt:l r= ttr and tt: c ttz and since I-U: : k for 
some k we have that tt:l is a safe completion of ttr il tt2 and (B.l) gives tt:’ c tt:. 
We also have ftenu”‘[xi H tt:‘]lte”: tt,” c ttenu[xi H tt:]lte: tt3 and ttend”[xi H 
ttf] k te”: ttg so tteW”‘[Xi H tt:]lte”: tt: is a safe completion of tte?JU[Xi - tt$e : tt3 
and (B.2) gives tfenu”‘[xi w tt:)]] te”: tt,” c ttenv’l te' : tt$. In particular this means that 
tt;l E tt$. Thus we get ttend”lrpx,[ ttf].te”: ttf$ttg E tted’~~x~[ tti].td: tti G tti and 
the result follows from (B.4). This completes the proof in the case where the type 
of the formula has the form ttzz tt3. 
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Consider now the formula tten&iXi[ tt,].te : ttz 2 tt3. We have 
ttf?nV j&Xi[ tt,].te : tt2 2 tt3 < ttenUliXi[ tt,].te : tt2 2 tt3 
so we can apply the induction hypothesis and get 
YV( ttenZJ)hXi[ tt,].tf? : tt* 2 tts) 
is the best completion of ttenDl&Xi[ tt,].te : It2 2 tt3. 
Using an approach similar to that above it is straightforward to show that 
W( ttenZJ j&Xi[ tt, ].te 1 tt2 2 ttJ also will be the best completion of 
ttetWliXi[ tt,].te : tt2 z tt3. 
Case Axi[ tt,].te: First consider the formula tten&Xi[ ttJ.@ : tt2 5 tt3. Here we 
proceed exactly as in the case ttenuliXi[ ttJ.te : tt2 -, tt3 above so we omit the details. 
Next consider the formula ttenu(AXi[ ttJ.te : tt2 -, tt3. The induction hypothesis 
can be applied and gives 
ttenu’lte’: tt: is the best completion of ttenu[xi I+ r(tQ]lte : r(tt3). (B.5) 
Using this it is easy to verify that tten&Xi[r( tt,)].te’ : 1( tt2 --, tt3) is a safe completion 
Of ttenD)~Xi[ tt,].te : tf2 2 tt3. To see that it is the best completion assume that 
ttenZ+“l&XJ tt;)].te”: tt:’ 2 ttg is a safe completion of tten&Xi[ ttl]. te : tt2 2 tt3. We 
have ~(tt,) = ~(tti) = tti and l(ff3) = I(@ = tt: so clearly ttenu”[x, H 
ttyllte”: tt,” G ttentJ[Xi H ~(ttl)]lte:~(tt3) and ttenV”‘[Xi 1-3 tt:‘] F te”: ttq SO 
ttend”[xi w tty]lte”: ttz is a safe completion of tteno[Xi H r(tt,)]lte : r(tt3) and (B.5) 
can be applied and gives ttend”[xi I+ tt:1]lte”: tt: E ttenv’lte’: tt:. But then 
ttenv”‘)hXi[tt;].te”: tt; 2 tt,” C ttend’l&Xi[ tt:].td: ttit tti. Clearly tti = _7(ttJ = 
~(tt,) and tti = l(tt3) and we have proved the result. 
Case tel;te2: We use the following result 
Lemma. Consider the formula ttenu (te, : ttlcptt21 tez : tt3 and assume that 
r[ ttenu] t &(tet) : T( tt,@t2) and r[ ttenv] I- &( te2) : T( tt3) and T( tt,) = T( tt3). Define 
6 to be 7 if Q is z and otherwise let $ be :. Then ttenv’~te:#te~: tt; = 
W’( ttenvl tel : tt,~tt~l te2 : tt3) satisJies 
- ttenu’(te:$‘te:: tt; is a safe completion of ttenvjte,$te,: tt2. 
Furthermore, let tti be such that ttenv’ I- te: : tt~p’tt: and ttenu’ I- t.$: tti. Then 
- for any safe completion ttenu”~te~~Cl”te~ : tt,  of ttenujte,$te,: tt2 with 
tteno” t- te:: ttl:cp"tt: and tterm” t- te;: tty for some ttr, if tt:’ c tt, ll tt3, then 
ttenu”)te:l: tt:l~“tt,” E ttenu’lte:: tt:~‘tti and ttenu”lte~: ttfE ttenu’lte~: tt . 
First assume that the lemma holds. Consider the formula ttenu)tetTte2: tt and let 
t, and f2 be given by T[ttenu] F c(te,): tl 4 t2 and let ttenv’(te’,+‘tei: tt: = 
W( ttenvl te, : ?( tI ) q t+e,: F(Q). From the lemma we get that ttenv’lte:+‘te$: tt: is 
a safe completion of ttenulte,-te2: tt.To see that it is the best completion assume 
that ttenv”[te:$-“tei : ttg is a safe completion. Let tt: and tt:’ be given by 
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item I- te{ : tt~~‘tt~, ttenv’ I- tei: tt:, ttenv” I- te:’ : ??~Q”??~ and ttenv” k te,” : ttf. Then 
the lemma gives that ttenv”lte~ : tt~~“tt~ E ttenv’lte; : ft!,Q’ff: and ttenV”lte,“: ttf r= 
ttenv’lte:: tt:, But then ttenv”]te:l~“te~: tt; _C ttenv’]te:@‘te:: tti since $” will be ; if 
and only if Q" is I, and Q' iS 5 if and Only if $’ iS : and E(Q')< s"(Q') fOllows 
from above. 
To prove the lemma we extend the ordering < to formulas of the form 
ttenvlte, : tt,rptt21te2: tt3 by 
ttenv’ltei: tticp’tt$lteG: tt: < ttenvlte,: tt,cptt21te,: tt3 
if and only if 
ttenv’lte: tt:~‘tt: -X ttenvlte, : ttl~tt2 and 
ttenv’lte: tt; < ttenv(te, : tt3. 
We proceed by well-founded induction. So consider the formula 
ttenv)tel : tt,ptt2]te2: tt3 and define ttenv,)te: tt;~‘tt; = W( ttenv)te, : (tt, ll ff&ttJ 
and ttenv&eG : tt: = “Mr( ttenv,I te, : tt;). The (outermost) induction hypothesis can be 
applied and gives 
tteWl?e~ : tt{rp’tt$ is the best completion of ttenvlte, : (ttl il tt3)~tt2, (B.6) 
ttenqlte; : tt: is the best completion of ttenv,Ite2: tt:. (B.7) 
We have three subcases. First assume that jtenv, [F’V( teJ = ltenvz [FV( te,), tt: = tt: 
and Q' is z. From (B.6) and (B-7) we get that ttenv&el,ste:: tt: is a safe completion 
of ttenv~tel~te2: tt,-. This proves the first part of the lemma. To see that the second 
part holds assume that ttenv”/te~#‘te~: tts is a safe completion of ttenv(te,+te,: tt2 
with ttenv” I- te: : tt:'~"?tg and ftenv” I- te: : tt: and that tt: E tt, ll tt3. Then 
ttenv”ltey : tt:l~~tt; (where Q' is 5 if and only if $” is ;) is a safe completion of 
ttenv(te,: (ttl ll tt,)Qft2 because Q must be 5 in this case. Then (B.6) gives 
ttenv”lte: tt:l~‘tt,” C t?envJte: : tt: z tt:. We then have that ttend’lte~: tt: is a safe 
completion of ttenv,l te2 : tt ; and (B.7) gives that tienv”l te,N : tt: c ttenvzl te: : tt& There- 
fore ttend’ltef : tt:rp"tt5 E ttenv&ei : tt: s tt: and the second condition of the lemma 
has been proved. 
In the second subcase we assume that Q' is 2. The proof proceeds very much as 
above so we omit the details. 
In the third subcase we assume that ttenq [FV(te,) # ttenv2[FV(te,) or tt), f tt$. 
We have (using (B.6) and (B.7)) 
ttenqlte: : tt$p’tt$ei: tti < ttenvjte, : ttlq7tt2~te2: tt3 
because tt: c tti and tt: c ttl ll tt3 and the induction hypothesis can be applied. It 
follows directly that ‘IV( ttenv21te: : tt<cp’tt$e:: tt:) is a safe completion of 
ttenvlte,+te2 : tt2 since it is a safe completion of the lesser ttenv21te:#‘tei : tt: (where 
Q' is z if and only if $’ is T). So the first condition of the lemma is fulfilled. To 
see that the second condition holds assume that ttend’l te:#‘te~ : it,” is a safe comple- 
tion of ttenvlte,#te2: tt2 satisfying ttenv” I- te: : tt~#tt& ttenv” I- te,” : ttf and it; r= 
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tt, ll ft3. Clearly ttenv”ltey: tt:li/‘tt: is a safe completion of ttenvlte,: (tt, n tf3)qtf2 
and (B.6) gives ttenv”l?e~ : tf:l$‘ffi E t?env,lte{ : ttirp’tti. Thus ttenv”ltez : tt:l E 
ttenv,Ite*: tt; and (B.7) gives ttenv”!teg : tt: E ttenv21tei : tti. This means that 
ttenv”lte:+“tei: tt,” c tfenv21te~$‘te~: tt;. Furthermore tt:l E tt; n tt; so the induction 
hypotixsis can be applied and gives the required result. Cl 
Case te,:te?: Consider the formula ttenvlte,:te2: tt and let t, and tz be given by 
r[ ttenvj k c( teJ : 2, ---, t2. Using the induction hypothesis we get 
ttenv,lte’,: tf,cpQ = ?V(ttenvlfe,:~(tJ +7(Q) 
is the best completion of ttenv(te, :r( t,)--,( fz), (B.8) 
ttenv,ltei: tt: = ?V(ttenvilte2:_7(tl)) 
is the best completion of ttenv, 1 te, : r( tl). (B.9) 
We have two subcases. First assume that ttenv, [FV( te,) = ttenvz[FV( te,). Then 
ttenqjte: : tt,pPt& E ttenv,)te:  ttlptt2 so ttenvJte:: tt,ptt2 is a safe completion of 
ttenvlte, :T( t,) z( tJ. Clearly tt, = I( t,), ff2 = r( t2) and rp = i: must be the case. 
It is easy to verify that ttenv21te{:te;:~(ft) is a safe completion of ttenv)?e,:te2: ft. 
To see that it is the best completion assume that ttenv”lte;l@e,” : tt” is a safe completion 
of ttenvlte,:te,: tt. Then $ is : and tt” = ~(tt”) = I must be the case. But then 
ttend’ltey : _T( t,) 2 tt” is a safe completion of ttenvlte, :r( tl) -,( r2) and (B.8) gives 
ttenv”(fe~: _T( tr) 2 tt” c ftenv,(te; : tt,@t2. Using this we get that ttenv”l?e,” : r( t,) is a 
safe completion of ttenv,jte,: T( t, j and 03.9) gives ttenv’jre;: T( t,) c ttenvzl te;: ttl, . 
Putting things together we get tha$ tre:~v”lte:‘:te~: tt” c ttenv$e;:te:: T( tt) as 
required. 
In the second case we assume that ttenv, [FV(te,) # ttenq[FV( te,). Since 
tten&x) E btenv,(x) for all x we get that t?envJx) r ttenv(x) so using (B.8) and 
(B-9) 
ttenvJ te::te: : r( tt) < ttenvl tel:tez : tt. 
The induction hypothesis can be applied and gives 
W( ttenv21tei:tei : r( tt)) is the best completion of ttenv2)?el:fe5 : z( tt). (B.lO) 
Clearly W(tfenqlte::tei: I(u)) is a safe completion of ttenvlte,:te,: tt. To see that 
it is the best completion let ttenv”lte:‘$te~ : tt” be a safe completion of ttenvlte,:tez: tr. 
then + is : and tt” = -7( tt). Then ttenv”lte:‘:r(t,) +>(tt) is a safe completion of 
ttenvlte, :r(tJ z(tJ and (B.8) gives ttenv”lte:‘: z( t,) -,7(u) c ttenv,jte{ : tr,qm2. 
But then ttenv”ltei :r( t,) is a safe completion of ttenv,lte, : l(?,) and (B.9) gives 
ttenv”I tei : I E ttenv,l tei : tt:. Putting things together we get ttenv”lte:‘:te~ : tt” c 
ttenv,l te’,:tei : r( tt) and the result follows from (B.lO). 
Case te 3 ter , fe, : Consider the formula ttenvl te - +- te, , tez : tt. Using the induction 
hypothesis we get 
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ttenv,Ite’: tto = W(ttenu~te:&,,~ ) is the best completion of ttenvlte : iiBool, 
(B.ll) 
ttenv&e: : ttl = ‘W( ttenv,Ite, : tt) is the best completion of ttenqlte, : tt, 
(B.12) 
ttenslte$ : tt2 = W( ttenqlte2 : ttl) is the best completion of ttenvzjtez : tt, . 
(B.13) 
We have three subcases. First assume that ttenv, [FV(te) = ttenv, [FV(te) and 
ttenq [FV( teJ = ttenvz [FV(te,) and ttl = ttz and tt,, = ABool. Clearly then 
ttenqlte’~ tei, tel: itI is a safe completion of ttenvlte G tel, te,: tt and using the 
same techniques as in the previous cases it is straightforward to prove that it is the 
best completion. 
In the second subcase we have the same assumptions about the type environments 
as above and furthermore we assume that tt, = ttz but tt,, # &,,ool. Here we use that 
ttenvlte 2 tel, te2: tt < ttenvlte Z te,, te,: tt 
so the induction hypothesis can be applied. The rest of the proof proceeds in the 
usual way. 
In the third subcase the type environments may differ on critical variables or the 
result types tt, and tt2 may be different. In both cases we have 
ttenqlte’Z te:, te;: ttz < ttenvlte Z te,, te,: tt 
so the induction hypothesis can be applied. The remaining part of the proof is as 
usual. 
Case te --, tel, te,: This case is very similar to that above so we omit the details. 
Case Jix te: Consider the formula ttenvlJix te: tt and define ttenu’lte’: ttlcptt2 = 
‘W( ttenvlte : tt z tt). The induction hypothesis gives 
ttenv’lte’: tt:lpttG is the best completion of ttenvlte : tt 3 ft. 
Then the proof proceeds very much as the previous ones. 
Case Jx te: Consider the formula ttenvljix te: tt and define ttendlte’: ttl@t2 = 
W( ttenv$i : T( tt _ 
- 
+ tt)). The induction hypothesis gives 
ttenu’lte’: tt{& is the best completion of ttenulte : r( tt 33 tt). 
We must have ttlqtt2 = r( tt --, tt) and using the property above it is straightforward 
to verify that ttenv’/jix te’:r(tt) is the best completion of ttenvljix te: tt. 
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